
Edinburgh Learns @Home 
Week 2 Home Learning for Willow Wolves (Ms Shimmings class) 

 

Literacy – ADJECTIVES=describing words  
Use the alphabet to put an adjective to describe a 
noun. For example: A for an amazing (adjective) 

apple(noun), B for a brainy baboon, C for a calm cat, D 
for a ------- dentist, elephant, fox, giraffe, hippo, igloo, 

jumper, kangaroo, lemur, mouse, nurse, ostrich, 
penguin, quiz, robber, snake, turtle, umbrella, violin, 

witch, x?, yacht, zebra 

Numeracy and Maths –ROUNDING 
Rounding a number to its nearest 10 means that for 
example: 11,12,13 and 14 would be rounded down 
to 10. 15,16,17,18 and 19 would be rounded up to 
20. On your walk, round up or down the numbers 
you see on car reg.plates, so on PK18 OYA the 18 
rounds up to 20. Or round up any number you see 
to the nearest 10 

 

Health and Wellbeing 
Using a timer see how many step up and step downs 
you can do in a minute, if you don’t have a timer try 
and do 30. Do the same with any other exercise you 
like, 30 star jumps, stretches up and touching your 
toes. Then try only sitting still and breathing deeply 
for one minute, or slowly count your breaths in and 
out to 60. 

Literacy – ADJECTIVES=describing words   mobile 
 www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/english-ks1--ks2-
aesops-fables-the-boy-who-cried-wolf/zdsft39 listen 

to the story. Pretend you are the boy and write a diary 
about your day, either the day that you rang the bell 
and everyone came, or the day you rang the bell and 

no-one came. Describe your day, describe the 
weather, describe your feelings, describe what 

happened. 

Numeracy and Maths – ROUNDING 
This short video gives examples how people use this 

maths skill in their everyday lives 
www.bbc.co.uk/teach/skillswise/rounding-and-

estimating/zv8qcqt works on a mobile. If you are 
shopping round the prices of what you see up or down 

to the nearest pound- or, use a till receipt, so £1.25 
would be £1, £1.50 would be £2  

Science-Food chains     
Pick a meal you like. Try and do a food chain working 

backwards. For example: 
Tuna and sweetcorn sandwich 

Me > Tuna > smaller fish> plankton plants> sunlight 
energy 

Me > sweetcorn> sunlight energy 
Me> bread made from wheat> sunlight energy 

 

Literacy - ADJECTIVES=describing words works on a 
mobile 

www.poemhunter.com/poems/wolf/ 
www.poemhunter.com/poem/a-wolf-is-at-the-
laundromat/ 
www.poemhunter.com/poem/the-wolf-in-the-winter-
wind/  
Read these poems. Try and learn four lines of one. 

Numeracy and Mathematics – ESTIMATING 
www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks1-

ks2-ho-long-is-one-minute/zfk3cqt  mobile 
see if you can estimate one minute, find a timer, set it 

for a minute, close your eyes and only open them 
when you think it is a minute, keep trying until you are 

within a few seconds. 

Expressive Arts   works on a mobile 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fBjh42PQdk 
This is a famous story in music for children called 
‘Peter and the Wolf’ by Prokofiev, (sorry it has adverts 
in it that you can skip). It was made during lockdown 
by the London Mozart players, their families and pets, 
so the wolf is played by a spaniel. Disney version 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Va8Uz6MoKLg 

Literacy  ADJECTIVES=describing words 
Read those poems above and try and find the 
adjectives, (describing words). Try and describe a wolf 
to an alien or someone who is blind. What does a wolf 
look like and sound like, what do you imagine it feels 
like and smells like. 

Numeracy and Mathematics - ESTIMATING AND 
ROUNDING        Practise this game again 

www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/rocket-rounding 
it works on a mobile, on the menu select- with 

number line, up to 99 to nearest 10. When you feel 
ready you could try without the number line, or go to 

up to 999 to the nearest 100 

Topic WOLVES  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmFazimYU_o 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sc6QJIPTXCo 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6tT1NW_6CU 
Watch these videos and start getting ideas about the 
information you will include in a Powerpoint about 
wolves 
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